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NZFVTG is supported by:

What’s In A Name?
- Part 5 ( or is it Part 6 ? )
In which our Editor continues riding his hobby-horse…
I’ll confess at the outset – No, don’t get too excited, this will not be world-shakingly
revelatory! I was not expecting my last editorial outburst – too strong a word? – my
revisiting of an old issue – would provoke the responses it did. But the real surprise
was the energy of the discussion that developed at the Auckland AGM.
The history - to briefly recap:
My belief that we must change the Guild’s name if we are to attract a significant
increase in membership has arisen from two major areas of my personal experience:
Firstly: I am one of the small group of people who regularly visit film schools to promote
our Guild amongst those about to enter the profession – get ‘em young! There I almost
invariably find that the tutors have only invited the camera students to our session,
because they believe we consist only of “technical people”. Then when we ask the
students themselves what they know about our Guild, they answer always: “You’re an
association for camera people and the like.” Or words to that eﬀect…
Secondly: Whenever I suggest joining to a non-member crew person on location or in a
studio, the most common response is “But I don’t qualify, I’m not a techo.”
And so in every instance, I have to explain yet again that the Guild is for ALL crew
people, not just camera, sound, lighting and grips.
Which leads me to a question that arose at the AGM: Why are we called the Techos’
Guild? Memory is often faulty, but I was around when the Guild was formed…
In the early 80s, a loose monthly gathering in a city pub of all industry people developed
into an organisation called the “NZ Motion Picture Academy”. Crew, producers,
directors, actors, even writers, would come along… Then at one point some producers
decided they needed their own organisation. But instead of simply establishing another
body, they split oﬀ from the Academy. Soon a group of crew people decided they
needed to do the same. It happened that the bulk of that group were the reputedly
most vocal of crew people – the gaﬀers and grips (plus camera and sound people) –
with a smattering of designers, production people, AD’s… When the “Techos” name was
proposed, none of us thought to suggest a more wide-ranging appellation. We did not
foresee the problem that would later arise.
A number of times over the years, both in Guild meetings and in this magazine, I’ve
raised this issue – the widespread misconception that exists out there that the
Techos’ Guild is only for so-called “techos” – and the logical inference that this belief is
perpetuated by the name we gave ourselves at our inception.
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I first expostulated on this topic in NZTECHO in March 2003
– over 6 years ago! This was followed by votes on the issue at
not one but TWO Auckland AGMs, both of which were almost
unanimously in favour of a change. But at the 2004 AGM it was
felt that, rather than a small group making such a momentous
decision, the membership should be consulted about what
our new name should be. And so we published a form in the
December 04 issue, inviting suggestions. Replies were few,
despite the incentive of movie tickets for the best response!
(I’ve learnt over the 7 years I’ve been editing this mag that while
many people tell me they read it cover to cover, hardly anyone
has time to respond to even a minor challenge – that’s why we
no longer give away book prizes, for example.)
However, a small but noticeable preference did emerge for
“Screen Crews Association of NZ” – SCANZ for short. Close
behind was “Screen Crew Guild of NZ”, followed distantly by
“Screen Workers of NZ”. Some people wanted to drop “of
NZ”. One preferred the word ‘craft’ to ‘crew’. Significantly – all
responses were in favour of a change.
In October 2005, we reported that President AlBol had concluded
his Annual Report with “A New Name – Are We Ready For It?” I
summarised the thoughts of members through the past year, the
pros and cons, and devised a simple voting form titled: “Vote for
What You Want”, oﬀering the 3 alternatives, with or without the
“NZ”. Again, not many responses; but again a small preference
for “SCANZ”.
Someone complained that “SCANZ” was already taken – in
another industry. Irrelevant I say! There are a multitude of
name duplications out there, never mind mere acronyms!

The end result of the impassioned (certainly on my part!)
discussion at the AGM was the suggestion from the Chair to
again canvas opinion in NZTECHO – hence these words now.
I’m accepting the invitation, despite being reminded of the words
of another member at a previous AGM, in 2005 in fact: “Haven’t
we already done that?!!!”
One contra argument that I received recently has made me think
a bit: The idea that it’s simply up to us to educate the wider
screen industry more eﬀectively!
(Have a look at Annie Frear’s thoughts on the next page.)
But thinking about it… Education of the kind mentioned is
exactly what I and others have been engaging in for ages – with
not enough impact! Overall, beliefs and misconceptions out
there have not changed over the last 6-7 years.
It also occurs to me – changing our name would give us a
marvellous opportunity to get people in the wider industry
talking about us! The best kind of education there is – Gossip!
“Did you know that they’ve changed their name?” “Why?”
Also “Film & Video…” does make us sound rather out-of-date!
“Screen…”, one syllable rather than five, would bring us into
Century 21!

Please: Do let us know what you think. Tell us whether you
agree with the idea of changing our name.
Then tell us which option you’d prefer – one from those listed
below, or a new one altogether.

However, a couple of dissenting voices did point out the cost
of changing letterheads, and suchlike; and also that changing
the name would mean changing our constitution. Since the
constitution was (and still is) in need of drastic revision, it would
surely be best to leave a name change until that revision was
complete – which of course has never happened – our limited
resources being (rightly) channelled to more urgent matters.

Screen Crew Association of NZ ?

In my most cynical moments, my (biased?) perception was that
the reactionary forces of conservatism have (unintentionally?)
stymied progress on the issue. Feeling that we were witnessing
another example of the Great Kiwi Tendency Towards No
Decision Without Total Consensus For Fear Of Upsetting
Someone, I put my campaign into retreat!

A variation of the above ?

But in the last couple of years I’ve had many more experiences
of the kind I described earlier. Convinced as ever that this is a
significant issue for the Guild – surely the more members we
can attract, the more eﬀective we can be as an organisation, both
in numerical and financial terms – I decided on a momentary
spur to write that editorial in the last issue.
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Screen Crew Guild of NZ ?
Screen Workers of NZ ?
Screen Craft Guild/Association of NZ ?

Or something Completely Diﬀerent… ?
Phone us – the 0800 number is free! After hours, leave a
message… Email us – also free! Or text the Editor on
027-292-7750! Anonymity guaranteed, should you so wish.

The Challenge is Before You!
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Open Letter to Members Who Pay Monthly and Still Pay $15
The Guild membership subscription rate for those who pay
by monthly automatic payment changed to $20.25 per month
from last April. Unfortunately, a number of people have not yet
amended their payment amounts.

amend your payment amount. This should be calculated as
$5.25 x the number of months since April you have been paying
$15.00; for example, if you amend your payment from October,
please pay $5.25 x 6 months = $31.50

If this is you, please read on…

You can make this one-oﬀ payment by any of these methods:

Please change your payment amount to $20.25. You can do this
via Internet banking or ask your bank to do it.

•

Direct Credit our account: ASB, Mt Eden Branch,
Account # 12-3048-0251160-00 (Please quote your
membership number as a reference)

•

Credit Card payments: phone 09 302 2022 or 0800 832 467

•

Post a Cheque to PO Box 68-294, Newton, Auckland, 1145

At the same time, could you also amend the payee reference
details to show your membership number, surname and initial.
This information appears on our bank statement, and is all that
identifies who is making the payment to us.
Don’t forget to make a one-oﬀ payment to the Guild for the
discrepancy in your payments from April until the month you

It takes a considerable amount of time for Accounts Oﬃcer
Allison to chase up members individually, so it would be much
appreciated if you could update as soon as possible.
And to those who’ve already made the change - Thank you!

Our Vice-P’s Thoughts
“Technician”: I found the ‘big dick’ says, “a person skilled in the
technique of an art or craft.”
We work in the world of art and craft and we are all technicians...
including the Production Oﬃce people. I see us as technicians...
Film schools students are in a learning curve, so they can learn
that we travel under the label “tech” ... Anyway, that’s my view
... I like being a tech, but then a craft person to me sounds like
knitting; I could knit you up a crane - but thinking about it, my
knitting is bad...
( And in reply to the Editor about two weeks later… )
... Telling people anything takes a long, long time before it sinks
in, until they touch it ... I wouldn’t worry about it ... just change
the story in your head ... I understand the frustration in feeling
as if you are on a fence, but remember we are a collaborative
bunch, and I’m guessing that and producers are in a diﬀerent box
because they’ve paid for the rental and they pay us to drive it ...
Why don’t we have bumper stickers that say “I do art, I’m a
techo” .... or “Make-up does good face, I’m a Techo” ... “I do
production, I’m a Techo” ... Unless we create a campaign or
posters or a constant reminder in the Techo mag that students
have access to, I guess we’ll go on having the same thoughts ...
Cheers, Annie

Lighting Truck For Sale!
I am a Gaffer in Queensland. I have decided to retire;
been standing in the rain since 1968.
I have here a Volvo 24-ft purpose-built pan with all
the bells & whistles. In great mechanical condition &
completely racked out; still has the lights, etc, on board.
Dinos, 20Ks, 18K HMIs, Pars, etc. Also a large collection
of Stage Tungsten gear, bubble & gel stock.
Would like to sell as one job lot.
Tony Holtham

-

Mobile +61 428 758 577 (Oz)
Email: tholtham@bigpond.com
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SDG Awards 09
David Paul

Maybe I’m imagining it, but we seemed to have quite a swag of
Guild members, even more than usual, nominated for the Screen
Directors Guild Awards this year.
(I’d prefer to call them the SDG Awards than by the sponsor’s
name, even though they wouldn’t exist without that sponsor
- you see, a gay friend of mine in Sydney has an amusing way of
saying the airline’s name that I can never put out of my mind now
whenever I hear the name. But more importantly, the awards
wouldn’t exist without the huge eﬀorts of the SDG either.)
Even better: three of our members (and one cinematographer
ex-member, who perhaps will come back into the fold one day!)
were gonged as the top people in their categories for 2009.
Tracey Collins won Best Production Design in General TV, David
Paul won Best Camera in a Drama/Comedy Programme, and
Chris Hiles was in the team of three that won Best Sound Design
in General TV.
(Our apologies for not having a photo of Mr Hiles.)
Among the unsuccessful nominations - but that seems unfair,
since nomination is success! - it’s a pleasure to note that Grant
Major’s Undergrowth, his first eﬀort as a short film writer/director, was recognised, as was Gerard Smyth’s doco about the life
and art of presidential AlBol, Barefoot Cinema.
Our warmest congrats to all involved, Guild members or not!

NZTECHO

Tracey Collins
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A Day in the Life …
What is a day in the Guild oﬃce like? Here’s a taste from a Wednesday in September...
9 am: Our Oﬃce Assistant (OA) arrives and breaks it to me that
she cannot juggle two jobs plus baby any longer and will have
to step down from the role. I am not surprised by this; we’ve
only been working together for a short time with this brand new
Guild role, so the unexpected is par for the course. My own
feeling is that any primary caregiver with a child under two years
– particularly if they are parenting solo – should not have to
work any more than a few hours a week. My heroic OA has been
working many hours every week, plus trying to do work for me
from home. I often think of her and wonder how on earth she’s
managing it; hence my lack of surprise at her admission. She is
very regretful and oﬀers to help find a replacement.
I am grateful, but truly hope I can sort this without taking more
precious time away from her wee boy who, after all, will only be
a baby once.
As we are talking things through the Accounts Oﬃcer (AO) Allison
Peirse arrives – she does from five to ten hours per week, and
this is a five-hour (i.e. one day) week. As she heads up the stairs
to her oﬃce we discuss various issues related to creditors. We
get to the bottom of a payment error, which turns out to have

been triggered by an incomplete invoice from a supplier. Next
on the list is contacting the EMA (Employers and Manufacturers
Association) to discuss our subs for membership. We have joined
EMA to access skilled consultancy around the SCOP (Safety Code
of Practice) review. The review preparation is building really
well, by the way – so look out for communication about this in
the next while.
Our OA heads home to tidy up notes about the role (which has
never existed before) for use when training the next OA.
Distracted by the above, I’ve temporarily forgotten that our
Developers are to meet with us this morning. Anyway, roll with
the punches – we begin the meeting: Allison, two computerprogram-developers and myself. These meetings are pretty
full-on, as we discuss our CRM (customer relationship manager)
SUGAR. SUGAR is essentially the database of members and other
contacts – except on steroids. It’s able to:
• store documents against contacts (people, that is) or
accounts (organisations),
• associate people with organisations,
• send and automatically record emails against contacts.
It also oﬀers a raft of other snazzy functions with not-selfexplanatory names like ‘projects’ and ‘campaigns’... The strength
of SUGAR is that is comes free in its ‘out of the box’ form, so we
can spend our money on the development.
Our discussions go a bit like this:
EO & AO: We need to be able to store membership numbers
against people’s contact records, and we want membership
numbers to be automatically generated for new members.
Developers: Are you sure you need them to be auto-generated?
Why not just add 1 to the last number?
EO & AO: Well that seems a bit dodgy to us. We have to
integrate SUGAR with our Moneyworks accounting system and it
will be a real pain if people’s numbers double up...
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The AO and I listen to every word; but things slip into ‘binary–
land’ occasionally and then we sometimes struggle to follow
the thread. While we listen I am writing cheques to creditors,
popping the completed paperwork into the AO’s tray and
addressing the envelopes for posting.

discuss the best way to approach the required negotiation within
the industry. He and I agree on a plan of action, which will be
initiated by the craft group members in the first instance. This
is a fantastic situation – a member-initiated issue with a plan of
action. I am really hopeful about it.

Actually, this meeting is a few steps ahead of the example given
above. We are at the ‘tidying up and assessing where we’ve got
to’ stage. I marvel at the fact that we have almost 1,000 contacts
in addition to our members, as they’ve all been added since we
introduced SUGAR in January. There have been teething issues,
but I can find all the – for example – Film NZ, Screen Directors’
Guild, Department of Labour contacts (people) in there,
associated with their organisations (accounts). There are many
SUGAR functions being tidied up at this stage; plus issues of
migration to ‘permanent host servers’, backing up protocols and
integration of email to consider along the way.

Back to a few developer issues, until the phone goes again. A
producer from Singapore is in Queenstown and flying out of the
country ex-Auckland the following day. Can he come and visit
me to discuss his project and find out about our immigration
process? Sure, why not – I am working late today anyway; see
you at 3pm.

Sometimes I wonder: How did I get here?
One developer leaves, the other hooks up his computer to our
wireless – we have a bit of technical issue for a minute and I
learn a new set of things about our oﬃce technology. He wants
to show me some new features in the ‘lab’ version. I take calls
while he pulls things up, as it’s getting on in the day now (1pm).
A screen worker in a craft group not well represented in the
current Guild membership phones me up with a problem. He
and his colleagues see some inequitable treatment going on in
the industry, but feel too nervous to address it as individuals.
I express understanding for their predicament. I also explain
that the Guild is aware it covers and serves some crafts better
than others. I explain that we are working on strategies to
address this, the first specific one being a concerted eﬀort to
give coverage to all crafts in future issues of NZTECHO. It doesn’t
take long to establish that advocating on behalf of individuals is
exactly why the Guild exists. We agree on a proposal whereby
we attempt to get a majority of workers in this craft to sign
up to the Guild – though we’ll advocate for any number, of
course. Once they are members, the National Executive can
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The phrase “The Guild” is slightly dangerous short hand – it
means the committees and the EO as representing the membership. The important truth that we all must keep in mind is that
the Guild is in fact the members, nothing more and nothing less.

Our IT support guy calls, following up on a request regarding how
the computers are networked in the oﬃce, so we can share files
and be more eﬃcient. We make a time for him to visit and teach
me some more esoteric stuﬀ about computers.
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Next call is from a retailer in Ponsonby who is getting calls for the
Guild, due to an incorrect listing on the Department of Labour
site. I track down the site, which references the SCOP, and
contact DoL with a request to update the details. I feel slightly
nervous about how much else is out there that I can’t possibly
know about. I have a list I’m creating of such things...
The developer (finally) leaves with his list of stuﬀ to do!
The AO and I sit down to revise the ‘Why Join’ form for NZTECHO
in light of changes to our processes, and to create a workflow
chart for the entire joining process. The latter is to give to the
developers who – somewhat obviously – think a bit more like
computers than they do like people! The thing is, we need to
have such processes documented anyway (‘contingency’ for our
eventual personal demise, or whatever); plus we get a chance to
review processes that we’ve developed from scratch over the last
few months.
We draw boxes and arrows, scribble and cross out; and I learn

We are happy to throw our
combined resources at
New Zealand ﬁlm making

a lot about the language of flowcharts (it’s pretty cool if you
like that kind of linear organisation!). We marvel at how many
steps are involved, from first contact to a functioning member.
Much of it involves getting payment and invoicing happening,
and marrying up the accounting system with SUGAR. In a way
it’s a small part of the role, but keeping renewals processing and
getting new members into the system is often a big part of my
day – along with applications for immigration approval.
*******
It’s only today (the next day) that I realise we have yet to add all
the things that can happen after a member has been ‘active’. At
the risk of boring you to tears: members can resign when they
are short of work, or sick, or out of the country; then they can rejoin after a few months or years... All of this has to be accounted
for in our workflow, so that the developers can make us little
drop-down menus to keep track of it all; and we can ensure we
give our stalwart long-term-members as good a service as new
and re-joining members. While we are making the workflow
chart we also revise our ‘new member checklist’ to reflect how
it’s done now. Our accounting program is relatively new, our AO
has been around a bit longer, I’m a bit newer than the accounting
program and SUGAR is a bit newer than me! Needless to say, we
are quite satisfied – sometimes even excited – when we see our
systems (‘how stuﬀ is done around here’) going smoothly and
picking up inevitable human error.
We have to drop the workflow when the producer from
Singapore arrives.

When it comes to ﬁlming, it is hard to overlook the
experience, commitment and resources of Hirepool.
Recent expansion includes the purchase of Henderson
Rentals and a newly created division
- Hirepool Energy. Henderson Rentals will continue to
supply a full range of dedicated camera trucks,
wardrobe trucks, crew transportation and much, much
more. Hirepool Energy can supply a full range of
industrial generators and pumps, and Hirepool Access
will continue to supply the latest access equipment
essential to today’s ﬁlming requirements.
For ﬁlm speciﬁc information please contact
Neil Radley 0275 878 062
www.hirepool.co.nz
www.hendersonrentals.co.nz
www.portaloo.co.nz
www.hirepoolenergy.co.nz

He’s full of excitement about his project. I try to talk it through
with him, checking both for opportunities for NZ crew and that
the operation will run according to NZ legislation and policy.
He hasn’t got a line producer or a fixer, and is certain he won’t
need one. Tourism NZ have given him a letter of invitation, but
I explain that it’s not all that relevant to me. What is relevant
is the Guild’s relationship with NZ Immigration as a part of the
Department of Labour (DoL). DoL deal with Health and Safety
as well as Immigration, I tell him; this means I have to be
reasonably sure he is adequately considering H&S before the
Guild can support his immigration applications.
I also try to explain that a small crew shooting reality TV in
public places does not an uncomplicated shoot make... I point
out that if they are not aware of local rules, they could be shut
down mid-shoot by the local council or other body; and, equally
importantly, that anything they do reflects on our entire industry.
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No one is going to diﬀerentiate between his crew and a NZ crew
if something goes wrong – a crew with cameras is a crew with
cameras. I call Film NZ about his production while he listens; they
recognise the pattern and agree to facilitate. I agree to furnish
him with the contacts he needs, and give him all the information
about applying online for his ‘Letters of Non Objection’ which will
be needed for all crew (yes, all crew!). As his TV show is entirely
in the Tamil language, to be aired exclusively in Singapore, there
are few, if any, real job opportunities for NZ crew. However he
loves NZ and is keen to talk about bigger jobs ex-India. Despite
his assertion that he doesn’t need a line producer or fixer, he tells
me his company does many of these jobs for Indian productions.
I explain that the relationship with such productions needs some
attention in NZ, both to ensure visiting crews comply and the
local industry benefits. I summarise his situation in an email to
Film NZ, Guild board members and the Directors’ Guild.
The editor has a mystery problem with his email that I don’t
recognise. We do a screen grab and send the problem through to
our IT support.
*******
What’s on the ‘fallen oﬀ the list’ note today?
The Mark of the Lion email, summarising the legal opinion as it
stands, has to wait until tomorrow; this week’s mass email to
members is going to become next week’s at this rate; I am a bit
behind with renewal letters and new cards; the new National
Executive contact list needs to be compiled, along with the new
branch committee list, for publication in this issue of NZTECHO;
also the advertisement notes need to be checked and updated.
We are still having some – impenetrably technical – problems
with automated emails from the website to alert us to orders
for Blue Books, SCOPs, Travel Zone Maps and new member
applications.
We have a ‘work around’ in the meantime, and an ongoing
investigation to sort it out. Other really important aims in
the area of Governance and Guild activity are evolving slowly.
However I envisage something similar to biological ‘punctuated
equilibrium’ with this: slow phases where little evolution occurs
are punctuated by sudden leaps and great change.
I remain optimistic and dedicated to you lot out there;
I hope you do too!
Exec. Oﬃcer Fritha Stalker
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From Wings Of Desire by Wim Wenders:
Peter Falk:
[sketching a female extra, who is waiting on set]
What a dear face! Interesting. What a nostril.
A dramatic nostril. These people are extras.
Extra people. Extras are so patient. They just
sit. Extras. These humans are extras. Extra
humans.
*****
Damiel:
Wait! I want to know everything.
Peter Falk:
You need to figure that out for yourself.
That’s the fun of it.
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From Hollywood Hedonist
to Activist in Aotearoa
A conversation between editor Tony Forster and TOM BURSTYN:
“Cloud South Films is the midlife lovechild of NZ-based, Emmy-nominated, multi-award winning
Canadian cinematographer Tom Burstyn and New Zealand journalist Barbara Sumner Burstyn.
They describe themselves as escapees from the fantasy world of feature film-making and
corporate media.” (From www.cloudsouth.co.nz )
I first knew of Mister Burstyn when Vanya Bailey
interviewed him about the Viper camera for our October
2005 issue. Turned out this Canadian cinematographer had
a long-time connection with NZ – in fact, he now has dual
citizenship. But I didn’t get to meet him until the premiere
of his remarkable film This Way of Life, at the International
Film Festival this year. A long café chat confirmed my
desire to do a story about his “mid-life change of career
from highly paid, highly stressed feature film & TV
cinematographer in Hollywood to a two-person (husband &
wife) team of activist doco filmmakers”… When I happened
to be in Napier for a short film job, I took the chance on my
half-day oﬀ to drop by the reformed doco maker’s home for
another chat.

Cinematographer, cameraman, yeah. Cinematographer’s a little
pretentious, but what the hell.

I got a summer job when I was 15 as an apprentice at the
National Film Board; I worked for the two months summer
vacation for them. I originally wanted to be an art photographer,
and after my summer with the Film Board I realised that the
pleasure I took out of film-making as opposed to photography
was the group eﬀort. I really enjoy that communal push that
happens when you’re a film-maker, as opposed to the lonely,
lonely struggle of the photographer. So I was hooked, and it was
a great fun summer, I remember. It was 1968 or 69, and I got
into the experimental film circuit that was growing in Montreal at
the time. I got no formal training – it was very sloppy work, that
experimental film-making stuﬀ, very chaotic, but very passionate;
and it was years before I got a paid job, as an assistant. I think I
was fired as an assistant four times because I didn’t know what
the hell I was doing, and so I just kicked myself upstairs and
called myself a cameraman, and started shooting little movies
and looked up. I was a hopeless assistant and I’m still in awe of
somebody being able to translate a distance from here to there
on to the barrel of the lens – I can’t figure out how they possibly
can do it, but there you are.

Director of Photography sounds slightly more...

Oh, when you see focus pullers doing it intuitively, it’s magic.

Up oneself?

Yeah, it’s a great talent. Anyway that was it, I started there and
moved to Toronto after that, and I teamed up with John Laing
in Montreal, and that’s how I came to New Zealand. I’d made
a documentary about an artist, and John came along and saved
me from myself and cut the film. He was working at the Film
Board at the time, and through a mutual contact we met and
he agreed to cut our film, probably for free – I can’t imagine
I paid him anything! – and we became fast friends. Then we
co-directed a bunch of other films, and then John and Robyn
returned to New Zealand – and about a year later I got a call to
come and shoot The Lost Tribe, and that’s when I fell in love with
New Zealand. It was a great experience, it was that passion, that
chaotic passion reborn again, but this time with some discipline.

Obviously the main focus of this interview will be about being a
successful Hollywood cinematographer, and then – By the way, is
that the word you prefer when you describe yourself?

Yeah! But ‘cameraman’ just seems too prosaic. At least with
photographer or cinematographer there’s some recognition of the
artistry involved. I like that, but DP or DOP seems to be the most
commonly used here. Then there’s ‘lighting cameraman’, which
comes from England, doesn’t it?
I think it’s a British term; DP is an American term. DOP is used in
Canada.
Which is where you were born – and you initially trained with
their National Film Board?
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Tom and Barbara 2008
Peter Karena and family feature in “This Way of Life”
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I remember guys like Mike Hardcastle, camera operator – he
So you were flipping back and forth between North America and
was brilliant. Before that I couldn’t understand why anybody
here?
would want a camera operator when I could do it perfectly well;
Every time the weather started getting cold in Canada I’d come
and then I got there and I learned what a camera operator really
back here and have a summer – it was great. But recently, I’ve
did – I learned that it’s an incredibly creative and busy job. And
been managing to get all the way through to spring here, and
Allen Guilford was pulling focus for us, may he rest in peace. He
then I get a call and have to go and spend winter there.
was also great at his job, and Donny Duncan was second assistant Our documentary business doesn’t quite support us yet, and it’s
– it was a great team, great team. I went
so easy for me to go – I haven’t tried very
home after that on a cloud, it was such a
“The one thing about Hollywood hard but I haven’t had much luck landing gigs
fantastic experience. I remember after we’d
is that if you phone somebody here, although I just did This Is Not My Life.
wrapped the show everybody showed up at
But over the years, obviously, I’ve built up a lot
they call you back.”
the studio every day wondering if there was
of contacts so that I can just pick up a job over
something we could shoot, and it always
there. The pay is way better, I have to say, and
ended up in some drunken brawl, but yeah, it was a great film!
the exchange rate helps even more, so one three or four month
And then I came back for Mr Wrong a few years later.
gig pays for a lot of documentaries and a lot of time oﬀ. So that’s
what we’re doing now.
I shot a bunch of commercials, I met the guys at Mopix, Nigel
Hutchinson and Ian Gibbon. I shot commercials for a bunch of
years, four or five years, I think.

Phone: 09 302 4100 Fax: 09 302 4102

It’s becoming more and more diﬃcult over there. In the last
few years the business has really taken a downturn, both in
the amount of money for the making of a film; but worse, in
the quality of the material that we’re doing. My main avenue
of work is high-end television, and mid-level independent
features; and the features have gone from being an interesting
story – a romantic comedy, or some kind of little drama – to
these wannabe films which are riots and action, Kung Fu, cops,
that kind of shit – and for a few million dollars you can’t copy
Transformers or any of those films, but that’s the expectation.
No heart, little craft.
I just got oﬀ the phone – I turned this guy down in Los Angeles,
this young guy whom you know is struggling; but I respect the
eﬀort he’s put into his project. He’s written a film about post
financial-fall America, when the rich are still wealthy and the
middle class have joined the poor in the soup kitchens, there’s
no law, and the Police have become the security guards of the
wealthy. It’s a very interesting premise and I was really very
excited to read the script, just to see what the political and social
implications were, what the message was. But what he’s done
is set up the story just as an excuse to make a film about a riot.
In the entire film the Evil Banker appears for about five seconds
just to set up the story, and we don’t understand how the Evil
Empire’s come to perpetrate this disaster – all we get is an
excuse for the disaster to happen, so that now we can follow this
guy protecting the innocent and helpless blonde as he struggles
through the crowds of the unwashed rapists and pillagers.
It’s just such a pile of shit!
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And when I questioned him on it, he was completely unaware
It was a very intelligent film, and very well executed; the director
that that’s what he’d done! He’d taken advantage of the
had some experience, he had the knowledge and the passion,
possibility of making a social statement and just created an
and we were able to work through the budgetary restraints with
excuse to do a low rent action film, and also with no idea how
creative ideas, and it was exhilarating. The rest of it is just toilet,
long things take to shoot. You know – “I got a great idea for
it’s horrible.
this shot, the guy jumps out the window and the camera falls
with him and we, you know…” So I said, “How long do you
At least some good things are still able to come through the
think it will take to do that shot?” He said,
morass.
“I dunno, I never thought of it.” He’s got 26
“You drink good wine…
So the idea of starting my own work becomes
days to make this film that is 95 pages of pure
You just blow it because
more and more – I’m driven to it by the
unadulterated action, gunfire, pyrotechnics,
everybody else is blowing it…” mindless stuﬀ that you do back there.
car stunts – oh, fuckin’ wake up!
And the fact is, that’s the kind of calls I’m getting – I’m not
interested, I don’t want to make a gratuitous films any more.
Television’s the same, you know, it has come down to gratuitous
crap – with rare exception. Last year I did a film called Tin Man,
which was a science fiction interpretation of The Wizard of Oz.

You started out working with the Film Board of Canada, which
is basically a documentary organisation, and then there was a
progression after a certain amount of time into bigger budget
stuﬀ, drama, in America rather than Canada. So how long did
that last?
Well, for years. I moved to Los Angeles in the early 80s,
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and it was very exciting – Hollywood Boulevard, the stars in the
pavement, all that; equipment houses, the studios, the people
– the one thing about Hollywood is that if you phone somebody
they call you back. The idea of losing some great talent discovery
is too scary for an executive or a producer not to take that
chance to return your call. Maybe there’s some diamond in the
rough waiting. So I got to meet people, but I didn’t have the
social wherewithal to understand that that was the case; I was
always the very superior artist, pure of heart: “I won’t prostitute
myself for that crap”.

You drink good wine… You just blow it because everybody else is
blowing it, and that seems to be the way to live…

I met a couple of people in the time over there that I thought
were upright citizens, but I wasn’t able… One of those guys
whom I admired very much, whom I thought was a really
honourable gentleman, the moment he got his break… He was a
gaﬀer, so a working guy, and we became very close friends (and
I don’t have very many close friends). Like everybody else in
Hollywood he had a script, and his script hit – and overnight
he went from gaﬀer to director. I remember the first thing that
I noticed was that his wife got a makeover. She was a regular
I had a lot of breaks at the beginning; I turned down Look Who’s
person, she never paid much attention to her makeup or any of
Talking – it’s ancient history now, but I turned it down to do
those things, but all of a sudden she had the big hair and the big
a television movie with my friend the up-and-coming director
eyes and the push-up bra and the tight clothes, and I thought,
– because we were gonna be a team and we were gonna go on
Wow, what’s she done, what’s going on?
together to make great, truly great films! And
And then he stopped being my friend,
of course the truly great director, the moment
“The first thing that I noticed was
because he had to be, you know. He got
he got his break, hired an A-list cameraman,
that his wife got a makeover...”
to make his film, and the studio – it was a
left his friend in the dust. So I had a couple of
studio film, so it was a “real movie” – so
lessons – took me a long time to learn them;
he had to choose his crew, his heads of department, from the
I had to repeat a few times! But I had a lot of fun, did a lot of
studio-approved list. I get it, that’s the way it works, and I said to
travelling, did a lot of work. Over the course of the 15 years that
him, “It’s cool, no problem”; and then he made another film…
I spent in LA, I think I averaged three to four films a year – It was
just going going going, and you kind of forget about what you’re
I called him one day and I said, “Hey, you know our friendship?
doing, you’re just doing it; you’re rolling over with the crew and
I got work, I work all the time, but our friendship is worth more
you get on to the next one, and then the next one, and it was
pretty brutal – and you blow your money too.
than the job; I’d love to work with you, but I value the friendship
more than the employment. So if you’re feeling bad about not
Yeah?
hiring me, why don’t we just get over it and be friends?” But he
was too deep into it… His first film was successful, and then he
signed a three-picture deal with the studio. One after another
they all flopped, and the last one was a huge flop. It was with
Bruce Willis, and Willis took over.
He told me this later. Subsequently, when his career was in
the toilet and he had no work, he was unemployed and he was
selling his Lexus and his horse ranch and all those things that he’d
collected, he became my friend again. It was very funny. He
told me that Bruce would show up with these rewrites that had
nothing to do with the script, they only had to do with him being
on camera more often; him being more heroic or whatever. It
didn’t make sense to the story, but the studio backed the money,
they took Bruce’s side; the film didn’t make sense and became
– hey, a flop!
And that was the end of this guy, and now he’s not in the
business any more, he’s writing a novel. I think he was smart
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Peter and Llewellyn Karena
“This Way of Life”
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enough to save some dough, and he bought a nice house and
sold it and got some more dough out of that, and now he’s living
outside Los Angeles. He’s made himself a little golden parachute,
but he did not succeed in the business.

some 30 or 40 years on, I’m trying to make good on that promise.
I like it!

Well, the truth is, the technical wherewithal is here, so that
Barbara and I can go out, we can get on a plane with our entire
When I started, I remember, I was having a rough time in
equipment package and not even have excess luggage; we can
university, I didn’t like it, I wasn’t paying any attention, I wasn’t
put our entire equipment in the back of a rental car or a taxi
doing well, and I wanted to leave. I wanted to become a filmcab and we can make a film that is technically good enough to
maker, and I came home one night, to my
project on to a huge screen. So what else do
parents’ house, in a drunken stupor and I
we need? We have the editing facility in the
“Why can’t I sleep?
woke them up. I was so passionate – I woke
shed at the back of the house, the camera in
Why is everything so weird?”
them up and there was a pot of coﬀee in the
one box plus a tripod, and we’re oﬀ – and
kitchen I’d made and I sat them down in the
all of that is buyable – you can buy it on
kitchen. I gave them this big speech about how cinema changes
a credit card. You know, when I made that big speech to my
the world, and how I had to leave school to start making cinema
parents, a 16mm camera, which was the only way to go, was 35
so I could help to make the world a better place. Oh my God, the
or 40 thousand (US) dollars, a second-hand one was 25 thousand
ravings of an idealistic teenager! My parents are very forthright
dollars. You get a lens for it, buy the film, send it to the lab, find
people; my father gave me his blessing – he didn’t think it was
a Steenbeck somewhere – there was no way you could do it
going to support me in a fiscal way at all; but he let me go, he
without some kind of funding from somewhere.
endorsed it, and I promptly forgot my great promise. So now,
We used to have this friend, Yurij Luhovy, a great film-maker,
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fuck did he have balls! We were cutting at night; we had this
editing room in old Montreal, and Yurij would show up whenever
we were done – didn’t matter if we wrapped at three in the
morning, we’d tell him and he’d show up with a shopping bag
full of film; and he’d sit down at our Steenbeck while we were
home sleeping to cut his great Ukrainian documentary. It took
him years to make, and he painted houses so that he could pay
for the processing. He shot this film, drove across Canada in
a 1600 cc Datsun – that in itself is a fuckin’ feat! He visited
every Ukrainian community in Canada – the country’s 5,000
miles wide, but he said he drove tens of thousands of miles just
to hopscotch to every place, and then he’d keep the film in the
freezer and develop it when he had the money for processing,
and then he’d edit like that, bouncing from cutting room to
cutting room.
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One of the reasons I had to leave Hollywood is because I’m very
susceptible to those kind of influences. I love a good meal in a
restaurant and a flash car and a fancy apartment and all those
things. And yeah, it’s hard to say no when they’re dangling all
that in front of your face 24/7. The women I went out with were
the same, it was the whole Hollywood thing. There were all
these pneumatic babes with the high heels and the tight dresses
and the mindless conversation and I was just floating along in
that whole world, and it was fantastic, but I have to say – I
sleep better now. I used to lie awake in bed wondering what
was wrong – “Why can’t I sleep, why is this so weird, why is
everything so weird?” I finally came to my senses, and got outta
town. I had to leave, I couldn’t change.
Continued next issue!
Peter Calder, NZHerald, reviewing Separation City:

That’s dedication; but it’s not constructive, it’s just a hurdle. It’s
not as if it makes you a better film-maker; all it does is slow you
down. Now today, cameras are small and cheap, you can go out
and shoot your film – all you have is an excuse or lack of talent
to keep you from achieving your goal.

“Some things can be true and also improbable:
A New Zealand-born, Australian-based film director
can be called Middleditch, for example.”

So that’s the exciting thing. Now I don’t have the courage to do it
Yurij’s way, but finally, now that the technology’s accommodated
me, I’ve decided to shift over to fulfil the original plan.
In Auckland, you mentioned a specific instance when you were in
LA that jolted you into a “What am I doing here?” moment – it
was when you were looking at a car?
Oh, my life was a disaster, I was just bouncing around.
I supported my ex in great luxury, and I was working my arse
oﬀ basically, and I’d given my car to the next door neighbour. It
was an old 1979 Volvo, a piece-of-shit station wagon that ran
perfectly well, and I went away on one of my four month gigs, I
loaned him the car cos he’d crashed his, and when I came back I
sort of realised that it was his car now, and so I gave him the car.
I don’t know how it happened, but I was in a daze – completely
– and I ended up sitting in the driver’s seat of a brand new Audi
Quattro Crossroad fuckin flash station wagon, and the salesman
was there smiling at me and nodding his head and everything
I said to him was funny or smart – it was just Hollywood,
everybody there is full of shit. I was actually thinking about
buying this car – it was an $ US 80,000 car – and I remember,
finally I came to my senses and I told the guy I’d just go home
and think about it for two seconds – and you know, the moment
I left his sphere of influence I got what was I doing! Buying an
$80,000 car? I was already over my head in debt!
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In a nutshell, the NZ Government is seeking to reallocate the
radio spectrum to accommodate Digital Terrestrial Television.
As part of this process, some parts of the spectrum are being
freed up as the old analogue transmitters are switched oﬀ.

Latest News - The WUNZ Committee have completed their
submission to the Government on the Digital Futures Discussion
Document - you can download a copy from the WUNZ website
- see the banner.

This may sound good for radio mic users, but sadly there’s worse
to come. Digital TV broadcasting leaves less ‘gaps’ for us to use
our radio mics - the way we’ve used them in the past. So we’ll
have less spectrum within our current stomping-ground.

What can YOU do to help? Register your support for WUNZ
today and add your voice to the battle. We urgently need to
make Government aware that their current plans will eﬀectively
bring reliable radio mic usage to an end within five years.

Then, as if that’s not bad enough, the big telecommunication
companies want to buy all that freed-up old “analogue” space for
mobile devices...
This is not just about screen production, by the way. It will aﬀect
live theatres, conferences, schools and churches…

From the nzcrews.tv website forum:
“I have a couple radios, as do most people. How much does this
aﬀect our industry? Could I just take back my radio mics to Sony
or Sound Techniques?”
“Short answer - you’re screwed.
If your radio mics happen to be in the Digital TV frequency blocks
or in the blocks that will be auctioned oﬀ in the future – NO –
you will not be able to take your radio mics back to Sony or Sound
Techniques for a refund or swap, as they are in the same boat
as us, the consumers. And you are thousands of dollars out of
pocket and suddenly breaking the law by broadcasting on
somebody else’s frequency…”
For more lively discussion and explanation, go to the WUNZ and
nzcrews.tv websites.
Kudos to the WUNZ steering committee, and to nzcrews.tv for
their eﬀorts in publicising this issue. And thanks for the use of
their material!

Rentals specialists
Everything you need for location audio recording –
radio mics to portable recorders. See the full range at:
www.soundtq.co.nz/rentals

portable professional audio
Experience the latest in portable audio recording at
Sound Techniques now. For information, email us today at
info@soundtq.co.nz or call (09) 366 1750.
Equipment sales and rentals, including lease-to-own finance.

we listen and give sound advice
136B Newton Rd, Newton, Auckland
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Why Become a TECHOS’ GUILD Member?
Charge extra when shoots go into overtime? Get meal breaks?
What about per diems when out of town?
Every day all screen workers in NZ benefit from the work the Guild ( = the membership) has done in the past.
The Guild is about collective action and power – alone we may not achieve much, but together we can do amazing things.
It’s not rocket science, but it’s true!
By joining the Guild you become a part of a community and have a say about issues which are most important to you.

FREE
x
x
x
x
x

NZTECHO magazine: Six issues per year dealing with industry issues.
BLUE BOOK Code of Practice for Engagement of Crew: Setting standards for screen worker contracts.
SAFETY CODE OF PRACTICE (SCOP): Freelance contractors are required by law to hold a safety document.
ADVICE: Tax, legal, invoicing and point of contact for any issues you face as a contractor.
FACILITATION: People who can solve problems, help with business skills, legislation & policy requirements.

DISCOUNTS INCLUDE
x
x
x
x
x
x

LIABILITY INSURANCE: Terrific deals with our specialist insurers who understand our industry!
TRAVEL, EQUIPMENT & MEDICAL INSURANCE: Group discounts and packages tailored for screen workers.
FILM FESTIVALS around the country
MOVIE THEATRES: Great discounts at many cinemas throughout NZ
EQUIPMENT SUPPLY: HirePool, Resene Paints, Prompt Service
INDUSTRY PUBLICATIONS: Data Book & ONFILM magazine

OTHER BENEFITS
x
x
x

Lobbying Government on behalf of screen workers and the Screen Production Industry – Your “Voice”
Liaising with other industry organisations to maintain industry standards and expand the industry.
Immigration consultation on applications by overseas crew to work in NZ - representing the interests of New
Zealand screen workers to maximise job opportunities for Kiwis.

GUILD OBJECTIVES
x
x
x
x
x

Provide NZ screen workers (pre-production, shooting & support, plus post) with a professional association
representing their interests in the Screen Production Industry.
Promote the interests, opportunities for employment, welfare and safety of NZ Techos’ Guild members
Promote and maintain professional standards among all screen workers.
Represent interests of members in dealing with Production Companies/Employers/Operators.
Study, report on, and assist with complaints and problems within the Screen Production Industry.



Annual Membership Fee

$243-00

-

Monthly Auto Payment $20-25

JOIN ONLINE @ www.nztecho.com
or
COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING and return to NZFVTG: PO Box 68-294 | Newton | Auckland | 1145
FIRST NAME: ________________________________

LAST NAME: ________________________________________________________

TRADING NAME (where applicable): __________________________________________________________________________________
POSTAL ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________

POST CODE: _____________

PHONE: ____________________ MOB: _________________________ EMAIL: ______________________________________________
CRAFT (Department): _____________________________________
REQUEST MONTHLY AUTO PAYMENT DETAILS

or:

SKILL: _________________________________________________

PAYMENT ENCLOSED

(Cheques payable to NZFVTG please)

SIGNATURE: _______________________________________

FILM SCHOOLS: Special Study and ‘Newbie’ discounts: 50% during study plus first year post-graduation - contact us.
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Queenstowners Hippy Russell and his set builders created a
crevasse for stunties to leap into. One way to sell clothing…
Meanwhile (below), the crew discuss The Meaning of Life in
atrocious conditions...
Thanks once again to Dave Macleod for sending us these pix.
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el presidente’s rave…
There’s so much going on in our industry that I always have
trouble deciding what to write about. There is often something
to gripe about, but that gets boring so I’ll start by simply writing
about how good our industry is.
After more than forty years I still find film work inspirational.
The creative process is incredibly stimulating, and all the more so
because of the group input into that process.
It’s not always been easy to make a living as a filmmaker – in
fact it’s sometimes been impossible to make a living, and film
work has felt more like a hobby than a job. I know this often still
applies, particularly to those starting out in our little industry, but
for some reason we keep doing it regardless of financial returns.
When I think back over the years, I marvel at the experiences
I’ve had as a result of the work that I do, the places I’ve been
and seen, the people I’ve met and worked with. I love the
challenges that come with the job, the problem solving, the
bouncing around of creative ideas, the art of storytelling in a
visual medium.
Speaking of the art of storytelling in a visual medium, have you
seen Ukrainian Sand Girl (a.k.a. Kseniya Simonova – Sand
Animation ) on YouTube? Well worth a look. I imagine the style
of storytelling the young woman uses in that clip is an ancient
art, which she uses with deft skill and storytelling power. Go for
the version which starts with a candle being lit.

find a suitable venue for their discussions, or is it that they are
unable to agree on the agenda for such a meeting? I would
have thought the agenda is bloody obvious: get together and
discuss the idea of a standard contract for performers, what it
should contain and how it could be implemented. I guess SPADA
are avoiding such a discussion because they are opposed to the
very idea of a standard contract. I reckon they should get in the
same room as the actors and their representatives and discuss
the issue. Sure the rules of engagement may change – this
will happen over time – but it’s usually a good thing for all
concerned if conditions are clearly defined and respected.
*******
Ken Saville has resigned from the National Exec but he stays on
as a Wellington Branch Committee member. Ken has put a lot
of time and eﬀort into the Wellington branch over the years, as
the Wellington chair up until Carey took over that role a couple
of years back, and as a member of the National Exec; essentially
as the mainstay of the Wellington branch for many years. I guess
he deserves a rest and a huge thank you for his eﬀorts to date
on behalf of us all. I trust Ken remains in the loop so we can
continue to draw on his knowledge and his clear take on matters
concerning our Guild membership.
… Albol

*******
There is one serious issue which I’ll address here, if only
superficially – the issue of a standard contract for actors,
which SPADA and Actors Equity have been talking about talking
about for some time. It seems the two parties are unable to

www.sinclairblack.co.nz
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